ABSTRACT Unified laser telemetry, tracking, and command (TTC) system on space platforms is increasingly utilized in space exploration for the reason that it takes advantage of the ultra-wideband laser signal, which is beneficial for high-speed command communication and high precision tracking and ranging. Unfortunately, its deployment is hindered by imprecise temporal synchronization because of high dynamic resulting from the movement of space platforms. This paper develops new compressive sensing (CS)-based dynamic estimation algorithm to address the dynamic estimation problem in spaceborne intensity modulation direct detection (IMDD)-based laser TTC systems. Specifically, we first design the sparsity in the transformation domain. On top of this design, a sparsity-aware algorithm for dynamic estimation through CS via sparse transformation is developed. To evaluate its performance, we conduct extensive simulations and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in terms of good accuracy. Moreover, the analytical and simulation results show that the proposed algorithm exhibits better performance than conventional CS algorithms in terms of computational complexity, suggesting its attractiveness for spaceborne IMDD-based laser TTC systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unified laser Telemetry, Tracking, and Command (TTC) system is increasingly utilized in space exploration for the reason that it takes advantage of the ultra-wideband laser signal, which is beneficial for high speed command communication and high precision tracking and ranging [1] . In particular, an incoherent laser transmission system called Intensity Modulation Direct Detection (IMDD) is commonly used in spaceborne laser TTC systems for its simplicity and low cost [2] , [3] .
While it is difficult for high-speed laser TTC systems to achieve precise temporal synchronization because of the high dynamic resulting from the movement of space platforms [4] , [5] . Thus, it is necessary to preferentially estimate dynamic parameters including velocity and acceleration, and then employ the estimated results to facilitate
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To address the dynamic estimation problem, a large body of works have been proposed, among which digital transformation-domain algorithms are commonly utilized. Specifically, the discrete Fractional Fourier Transform (FrFT), Discrete Polynomial-Phase Transform (DPT), and keystone transform were adopted for dynamic estimation in [6] , [7] , and [8] , respectively. Nevertheless, their computational complexity is usually too high to meet the low power consumption requirement on space platforms. To reduce the computational complexity, a sparse algorithm based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) namely sparse FFT (sFFT) was proposed and supplemented by [9] and [10] , respectively. The sparse algorithm was extended to fractional frequency domain in [11] , which inspires us to apply the sparse fractional transformation-domain algorithm to estimate velocity and acceleration. With lower complexity, the sparse algorithms are more suitable for dynamic estimation on low power consumption platforms than the conventional transformation algorithms. However, these sparse digital transformationdomain algorithms require extremely high sample rate in the scenario with high data rate, which is inapplicable in spaceborne systems.
To reduce the sample rate, the Compressive Sensing (CS) algorithms are introduced into high data rate systems. Since the seminal works by Donoho, Cand'es, and T. Tao [12] - [14] , CS algorithm has attracted immense research interest in high speed signal processing due to the fact that it allows a sparse signal to be acquired at a very low sample rate [15] . The conventional Fourier transform and FrFT based dynamic estimation algorithms were combined with CS algorithms to reduce computational complexity in [16] and [17] , respectively. Based on the works listed above, [18] and [19] employed CS algorithms in channel estimation, where the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) reconstruction algorithm and its improved algorithm were utilized, respectively. The methods introduced in these two works can be extended to dynamic estimation, and can be implemented with low sample rate. However, the conventional CS reconstruction algorithms, e.g., OMP, are of high computational complexity, which violates low power consumption requirement as well. Fortunately, some improved methods have been proposed to reduce the complexity, for example, CS algorithm with modified spase Fourier transformation method [20] and adaptive compressive image sensing method [21] . These methods inspire us to develop a low complexity CS algorithm with the assist of transformation-domain algorithms for dynamic estimation in spaceborne laser TTC systems.
Motivated from the observations above, combining sparse transformation-domain algorithms and CS algorithms, this paper develops a new CS-based dynamic estimation algorithm via sparse DPT (sDPT) and sparse FrFT (sFrFT), which is of good accuracy, low sample rate, and low complexity. This algorithm can be applied to high dynamic and high data rate systems with the demands of low power consumption and small size.
The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.
1) We develop a new dynamic estimation algorithm for spaceborne IMDD-based laser TTC systems, which is based on CS algorithm via sDPT and sFrFT (CS-sDPT-sFrFT). 2) We analyze the accuracy and complexity of the proposed CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm, and compare CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm with conventional CS algorithms in terms of computational complexity. The analytical results show that the proposed algorithm is of good accuracy, and performs much better than conventional CS algorithms in terms of computational complexity. 3) We conduct simulation experiments to verify the theoretical analysis. The simulation results show that the proposed CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm performs similar to the conventional CS algorithms in terms of accuracy. Moreover, CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm can be implemented with lower complexity, which makes it more applicable to the scenarios with high dynamic, low sample rate, and low power consumption than conventional CS and transformation-domain algorithms. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is described. The proposed CS-based dynamic estimation algorithm is presented in Section III, and analyzed in Section IV. Simulation results are given in Section V to demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed algorithm, followed by the conclusions drawn in Section VI. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The model of unified laser TTC system is presented in Fig. 1 , where the IMDD-based laser communications serve for the data links between spaceborne platform and ground station and among spaceborne platforms, respectively. The tasks of telemetry, tracking, and command can be acheived with the aid of laser data links.
In IMDD-based laser TTC systems, the laser signal is received by photodetection and is transformed to a baseband electrical signal, which is expressed as
In (1), r (t) and τ 0 denote the transmission signal and propagation delay, respectively, τ (t) denotes the dynamic containing two components related to velocity (a 1 ) and acceleration (a 2 ), respectively, and w (t) is the zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 . 
In (2), A s and T s denote the amplitude and symbol duration of r s (t), respectively, g d (t) denotes the waveform of r s (t) in a signal interval, which is assumed to be square wave in this paper, N s denotes total number of symbols, and c (m) ∈ {−1, 1} represents bipolar symbol in the m-th interval. The periodic square wave is selected as pilot, which is expressed as follows according to the Fourier series.
where A p and T p denote the amplitude and symbol duration of r p (t), respectively. Letting T p = T s /2 to mitigate the mutual interference between r s (t) and r p (t) in frequency domain, and assuming A p = βA s = β (the real constant, β, represents power efficiency), we have
where A k denotes the amplitude of the k-th harmonic, which decreases rapidly with the increase of k in a low-pass system. It is assumed that the harmonics above 3rd order are omitted for brevity, FIGURE 2. The time-frequency expression of r t , where the figure above presents the waveform of r t in time domain, and the figure below presents the spectrum of r t .
The time-frequency expression of r (t) is presented in Fig. 2 , which shows that r (t) ∈ {−1 − β, −1 + β, 1−β, 1+β} has only four different types of amplitude, and is applied to intensity modulation laser TTC systems. Moreover, the peaks of r p (t)-spectrum appear in the zero-positions of r s (t)-spectrum, and the mutual interference between r s (t) and r p (t) is zero.
In addition, the transmission signal is of excellent sparsity in frequency domain, which makes CS algorithm possible.
III. THE PROPOSED DYNAMIC ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
As r p (t) is the sum of sinusoidal functions, the pilot-based parameters estimation problem can be expressed as follows according to the maximum likelihood principle,
For mathematical conciseness, we adopt the virtual sampling model to describe the CS procedure. More particularly, assuming the received signal is virtually sampled at f NSR = 8/T s , the received signal takes the form as
where n = t · f NSR , and here we assume τ 0 = 0 for brevity. After virtual sampling, we acquire N NSR entries. Then we elaborate how to perform the dynamic estimation in four steps as shown in Fig. 3 . We conduct the pre-process in the first step to facilitate the following steps. In the second step,â 1 andâ 2 are obtained based on CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm. The pilot, i.e., r p (t), is deleted from s (t), and only the useful signal, i.e.,r s (t), is reserved in the third step. Finally, we output the estimated results to facilitate the fourth step including clock-data recovery (CDR) and demodulation. Since in the paper we focus on the procedures of the first three step, the fourth step is ignored.
A. THE FIRST STEP: PRE-PROCESS
To prepare data for estimation, we derive the complexform of s (n) as follows. First, letting s n − 
where T NSR = 1 f NSR . Then we get the complex form of s (n) by
where r sc (n) = r s (n) + j · r s n − 1 2 can be regarded as pseudo-random sequence here, w c (n) = w (n)+j·w n − 1 2 , and
We substitute s c (n) into CS-sDPT-sFrFT procedure and focus on the signal processing of the proposed dynamic estimation algorithm in the following subsection.
B. THE SECOND STEP: DYNAMIC ESTIMATION BY CS-sDPT-sFrFT
In this part, we introduce the proposed CS-sDPT-sFrFT dynamic estimation algorithm, which can be decomposed into two subalgorithms namely CS algorithm via sDPT (CS-sDPT) and CS algorithm via sFrFT (CS-sFrFT).
The procedure of CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm is presented in Fig. 4 , where CS via sFFT (CS-sFFT) is the principle module during CS-sDPT and CS-sFrFT procedures. We preferentially elaborate the procedure of CS-sDPT as follows.
First, s c (n) is conjugate multiplied by itself with ξ -delay,
where
, and
represent signal and noise components, respectively. In addition, x p (n) can be further expanded by
where β 2 e j2π −2a 2 ξ nT 2 NSR −φ represents the principal component of x p (n), φ denotes a constant phase and is unrelated to the dynamic estimation, and (n) denotes the distuibance terms, which is separated from the principal component in spectrum. Then we get
After that, CS-sFFT is employed to obtain the spectrum of x (n), which is denoted byŷ (n). This procedure is summerized in Algorithm 1 with the following notations. C, R, N NSR ,
) denote complex matrices, real matrices, data size after sampling, and data size after subsampling, respectively. x ∈ C N NSR and L = log 2 (N NSR ) denote the vector form of x (n) and the total number of cycles, respectively. F ∈ C B×B denotes the Fourier matrix. S ∈ R N NSR ×N NSR and S ∈ R B×N NSR with
and
denote the subsample matrices in time-domain and frequency-domain, respectively. Furthermore, let g (n) denote the window function with length ω, whose spectrum is that
Algorithm 1 Obtain the Spectrum Based on CS-sFFT Require: x, S , S, F, W, and G (k).
letting σ i denote the hash factor in the i-th cycle, the permutation matrix of the i-th cycle is P σ i ∈ R N NSR ×N NSR with
define the sensing matrix of CS-sFFT in the i-th cycle,
the compressed measurement, y
CS−sFFT ∈ C B with
sFFT · x.
5:
define the hash function of the i-th cycle,
define the offset function of the i-th cycle,
let i be the support set of the l coordinates of the maximum magnitudes in y 
the inverse-map result of y CS−sFFT, i iŝ
9: end for 10: reconstruction 11: letting v n be the occurrence times of coordinate n in the sets and only retaining the coordinate whose occurrence times are larger than L/2,
for each coordinate in I , we obtain correspondinĝ y (r) imap (n) with n ∈ I and r = 1, 2, · · · L. 13: output the median ofŷ
14: end reconstruction with ε ∈ (0, 1), ε ∈ (0, 1), and c is a positive integer. Then we have the window matrix, W ∈ C N NSR ×N NSR with
Next we derive the estimated acceleration fromŷ (n) as follows,
Newton method can be utilized to further improve the accuracy ofâ 2, CS−sDPT , whose procedure can be found in [22] , and is omitted for brevity. The output of Newton method is denoted byâ 2, CS−sDPT .
After CS-sDPT procedure, we conduct CS-sFrFT to further achieve the dynamic estimation, which contains three stages including compensation, CS-sFFT, and Newton method.
First, we compensate the rotation angle in s c (n) through compensation procedure as follows.
and a s ∈ â 2, CS−sDPT − 3σ CS−sDPT ,â 2, CS−sDPT + 3σ CS−sDPT denote the compensation value and rotation angle of the s-th search, respectively, σ CS−sDPT is the standard deviation ofâ 2, CS−sDPT , and U denotes the sample interval of the CS-sFrFT output. Then we substitute s comp (n, a s ) into CS-sFFT Algorithm and obtain the spectrum of s comp (n, a s ), which is denoted byŷ CS−sFrFT (n, a s ). This procedure is similar to that in Algorithm 1 and is omitted for brevity. Then we repeat the above procedure to traverse the a s -search, and derivê a 1 andâ 2 by
where n m ,â m = arg max n, a s ŷ CS−sFrFT (n, a s ) . Newton method can be utilized once again to further improve the accuracy ofâ 1 , whose procedure is also omitted for brevity.
Afterâ 2 andâ 1 are obtained, the pilot, r p (t), need to be deleted from s (t), which is necessary for the subsequent procedures. The pilot delete method is presented in next subsection.
C. THE THIRD STEP: PILOT DELETE
This step contains 3 substeps including pilot location, pilot regeneration, and pilot cancellation, which mean estimating τ 0 , generating the replica of received pilot, and removing the recevied pilot with the assist of regenerated pilot, respectively.
First, we focus on pilot location. As the received signal is of high data rate, conventional pilot location method in all-digital domain encounters difficulty of insufficient VOLUME 7, 2019 sample rate. Therefore, we conduct this procedure in analog domain, which can be implemented in the scenario with high data rate. Assuming the frame header, h (t), is included in r s (t), we can apply it to locate the received signal and obtain τ 0 with the aid of analog correlator, as shown in Fig. 5 , where h (t − τ ) denotes the local replica of h (t) with τ -delay, and it can be generated by Numerical Controlled Oscillator (NCO). The procedure of τ 0 estimation through analog correlator can be expressed as follows,
whereτ 0 denotes the estimated result of τ 0 . Then we utilizê τ 0 ,â 1 , andâ 2 to regenerate the estimated pilot with the assist of NCO, which is denoted bŷ
Lastly, we remove the rececived pilot, and obtain the estimated useful signal component bŷ
D. THE FOURTH STEP
For the consideration of system integrity, we introduce the fourth step as follows. This step contains CDR and demodulation, which are employed to realize bit synchronization and information recovery, respectively. CDR can be implemented by phase locked loop with the assist ofτ 0 ,â 1 , andâ 2 , and outputs the recovery clock to faciliate demodulation and information recovery fromr s (t).
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To further present the advantages of proposed algorithm, we theoretically analyze its performance in terms of estimation accuracy and computational complexity in this section.
A. ESTIMATION ACCURACY
For the reason thatâ 2 andâ 1 are derived from CS-sDPT and CS-sFrFT, respectively, we discuss the performance of these two algorithms as follows.
As the procedures of CS-sDPT and CS-sFrFT are respectively the same to those of DPT and FrFT except for the implementation of Fourier transform, we preferentially focus on the performances ofâ 2 andâ 1 based on DPT and FrFT, respectively, and then analyze the difference between CS-sFFT and FFT.
First, we present the performance ofâ 2 based on DPT. Assuming A k = 0 when k > 1, the accuracy ofâ 2 based on DPT with the aid of Newton method is given by [23] 
denotes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) after DPT. Note that the accuracy ofâ 2 can be further improved by a s -search in FrFT. Letting the estimation error before FrFT and the search range of a s are xâ 2 , DPT and R a s ∈ â 2, DPT − 3σâ 2,DPT , a 2, DPT + 3σâ 2,DPT , respectively, and assuming the search times are sufficient, the estimation error after a s -search is
The expectation and variance of x 
Then we discuss the accuracy ofâ 1 by FrFT and Newton method, which is given by
denotes the SNR after FrFT. Finally, the performance of CS-sFFT is discussed as follows. Lettingŷ − (n) = ŷ (n) |k / ∈ , the estimation error probability based on CS-sFFT is [9] 
CS-sFFT performs similar to FFT with a sufficient small error probability if l B. Consequently, the accuracies ofâ 2 andâ 1 based on CS-sFFT are approximately equal to those based on FFT, respectively, which demonstrates the agreement between the proposed CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm and non-compressed algorithm.
B. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY
As the computational complexity of reconstruction algorithm is important to a CS algorithm, we analyze the complexity of proposed CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm in this subsection.
As CS-sDPT-sFrFT dynamic estiamtion algorithm mainly contains twice CS-sFFT algorithm and twice Newton method, we preferentially discuss the complexity of these two algorithms as follows. Letting N NSR denote data size after reconstruction, the complexities of CS-sFFT and Newton method with l iter -times iterations are O L N NSR log 2 N NSR log 2 N NSR and O l iter N NSR , respectively. The total computional complexity of CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm is
In comparision, the complexities of conventional dynamic estimation methods with Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) and Basis Pursuit (BP) reconstruction algorithms are respectively O LN NSR log 2 N NSR + l iter N NSR and O LN NSR 3 + l iter N NSR under the same condition. Assuming l iter = 0 and L = 1 for brevity, the complexity comparison of these three algorithms are presented in Fig. 6 , which indicates that the proposed CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm outperforms the other two algorithms in terms of complexity. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm with simulation experiments, where the main parameters are listed in Table 1 . From (21) and (22) we know that the performance is related to three parameters including β, data size, and SNR. To illustrate the impact of these three parameters on root-mean-square error (RMSE), we measure the RMSEs of a 1 and a 2 versus β, data size, and SNR, respectively. To further verify the performance, we compare the proposed CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm with conventional OMP and BP algorithms. Note that the theoretical results of non-compressed transformation algorithm derived from (21) and (22) The RMSEs ofâ 1 andâ 2 versus β are respectively shown in Figs. 7 and 8 , where SNR = 14 dB with the data size equals 4096 and 16384, respectively. We observe a minor gap between the results of CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm and theoretical results. This can be explained by (23) that the error probability of sparse algorithm can be sufficient small when the spectrum is sparse enough. However, the received signal is of non-ideal sparsity, resulting in the minor gap. Except this, the proposed CS-based dynamic estimation algorithm performs almost the same as non-compressed algorithm. To further observe the results, the RMSEs decrease with the increased β when β < 4, and keep almost unchanged after β ≥ 4, indicating that the proposed algorithm can accurately estimate a 1 and a 2 without high pilot power. Actually, the performance usually meets the requirement even if the pilot power is less than the signal power, i.e., β < 1, which means that the proposed dynamic estimation algorithm can be implemented with affordable overhead. Moreover, increasing data size from 4096 to 16384 results in an RMSEs advantage of one order of magnitude in terms ofâ 1 andâ 2 , respectively. This is due to the fact that the performance is positively related to data size. To further study the relationship between RMSE and data size, we conduct the simulation of CS-sDPT-sFrFT on estimating a 1 and a 2 versus data size as follows.
The RMSEs ofâ 1 andâ 2 versus data size are respectively presented in Figs. 9 and 10 , where SNR = 14 dB with β = 1, β = 4, and β = 32, respectively. It is observed that the proposed CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm performs similar to non-compressed algorithm, which illustrates that the CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm reduces the computational complexity without significant performance loss. To further analyze the results, although the RMSEs ofâ 1 andâ 2 decrease with an increased data size, the change rate of RMSEs gradually degrades as the data size increases from 2048 to 32768. That means it is difficult to profit from the increased data size after the data size is sufficient large. In addition, the algorithm complexity increases with an increased data size due to Fig. 6 . Therefore, data size should be carefully chosen to seek a compromise between performance and complexity. Considering the general demand of laser TTC system on space platform, N NSR = 4096 is chosen in this paper, and the RMSEs of a 1 andâ 2 get the orders of 0.1 m/s and 1 m/s 2 , respecively, where SNR = 14 dB and β = 4. The results are accurate enough for general TTC system. In addition, the results reveal that the configration of β = 1 or β = 4 exhibits a similar performance with that of β = 32, which demonstrates that the accurate estimation can be acheived without high pilot power once again.
Then we compare the performance of CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm with conventional OMP and BP reconstruction algorithms under the same conditions. The simualtion results versus SNR are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively, where N NSR = 4096 and β = 4. In both the figures, we observe a prominent increase in performance as the SNR increases, demonstrating the effectiveness of proposed dynamic estimation algorithm based on CS-sDPT-sFrFT. Combining  Figs. 11 and 12 , the proposed CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm acheives accurate estimation of velovity and acceleration in the low SNR regime. For example at SNR = 8 dB, the RMSEs ofâ 1 andâ 2 are the orders of 0.1 m/s and of 1 m/s 2 , respectively. To further observe these two figures, the proposed CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm performs similar and keeps the same slope with non-sparse algorithm and conventional OMP and BP algorithms. Moreover, as CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm outperforms conventional OMP and BP algorithms in terms of complexity due to Fig. 6 , it is a better choice than conventional reconstruction algorithms on resource constrained platforms.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have developed a CS-based dynamic estimation algorithm namely CS-sDPT-sFrFT for non-coherent laser TTC system on space platforms. The performance and complexity of the proposed algorithm has been analyzed in comparison with the conventional CS-based dynamic estimation algorithms. The analytical and simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm strikes a excellent balance between good accuracy and the lowest complexity. The results indicate that the proposed CS-sDPT-sFrFT algorithm can be applied to spaceborn laser TTC systems. 
